
WHY DO PEOPLE WATCH FOREIGN FILMS

What's foreign to some is not foreign to others, wouldn't you say? I mean Hollywood films are technically 'foreign' to any
non-American, so what.

Governments should respond to the condition by sending their best actors and actresses to study acting
overseas and by cooperating with foreign film producers. In addition to this, they want something new and
unique. It shows you a different view of the world When I watched my first Bollywood movie in university, I
was not impressed. Captions allow non-native speakers to enjoy foreign language movies. They believe that
overseas films are better than local ones in all aspects. Repetition Watching a movie just once is akin to
looking at a flashcard just once. Of course, whatever method you decide to use, the benefits of studying
foreign movies are countless. The poor quality of acting and low-budget filmmaking in most of the developing
countries discourage the audiences to enjoy local films. The tricky part is being able to get good enough that
you can listen and take everything onboard in realtime. Today she is proud to be a voting member of the
American Translators Association and an active participant of the Leadership Council of its Portuguese
Language Division. And then, governments could play their role as a mediator between the local and overseas
producers. Granted, I had to read the subtitles throughout the whole movie because my extensive French
vocabulary doesn't really extend beyond what you would find in textbooks. Clearly if you want to be able to
enjoy the film as the director intended then you need to switch off the captions and immerse yourself in the
world in front of you. Captions can distract you from the cinematography Another benefit of turning off
captions is that they can sometimes prove to be a distraction from the visual elements of the film. Step 1: Pick
a Movie You Like, With Subtitles The key here is to make sure your movie has excellent subtitles, both in
your target language and your native language. They think that these local artists could not play their role in
the maximum capacity which negatively impacts on the films' quality. You don't need to have full
comprehension, but you should be able to get the gist of what you hear. In conclusion, instead of watching
local films, many people choose to watch overseas ones. You can always go back and repeat this step again to
pick up more vocabulary. This allows a much bigger audience to enjoy some great stories and see a whole new
range of titles without being restricted by their language proficiency. If you want to push yourself then turn
them off. The government should also restrict the piracy of movies and promote the local movies to help
flourish the local movies. By studying overseas, it is hoped these actors could learn from world class actors
and improve their acting quality. Watching foreign language movies can help you learn another language, if
you go about it the right way. Bonus Hack: Once you have a list of vocabulary add them to your SRS Spaced
Repetition System flashcard deck , and include them in your daily vocabulary review. Needless to say, this
doesn't happen. Engagement You should be actively engaged with your movie. We fret about not
understanding the context, setting, or message of the film itself. How can I get used to not having captions on
my movies? Here are three benefactors to expanding your film-watching languages: 1. It's important to keep in
mind to not be too egotistical about our society and take the time to learn and appreciate the other values and
beliefs our fellow humans share. The secret is to practice, practice, and then keep on practicing. When
watching foreign language movies fails, you can end up tossing the whole idea of watching movies in favour
of your tried and tested flashcards. It is believed that these things would give positive effects to the local film
industry. Since you have the subtitles on you can easily pause the movie to write down words and phrases,
then look up in your dictionary. They are in the process of sticking people to watch their own locally produced
movies. Before you jump the gun and say that people like me who enjoy foreign films are pretentious, give it a
try! But also at people who could do with a helping hand every now and again. Have your teacher play the part
of one of the characters in the movie and practice dialogues with you. I recommend spending at least three
days, studying for at least one hour each day, studying each segment in your chosen movie. Have you ever
watched a foreign language film and seen captions whizzing by along the bottom? But are foreign language
movies really a great way to learn a language? You should also pick a movie that you have some familiarity
with or covers a topic you are interested in. Bonus Hack: Not sure how to find a teacher?


